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at the Centre in India was dependent upon the Indian States
coming in, and that consequently, as far as I could see,
this was not likely to take place for a considerable time.
. . . But there is a new fact . . . which has entered the
field of this problem since our Report was presented/'
But loyal as he was to the National Government, he was
cautious in lending his support to the proposed All-India
Federal Scheme. He therefore added :
" For my part, I want to see the prospects of this new
development of a greater India most thoroughly investigated
—and the opportunity of these great Indian Princes coming
in and playing their part freely tested—before I am prepared
to reject the whole scheme."
The situation was further elucidated by Colonel Lane-
Fox, one of the members of the Statutory Commission, in
a letter to The Times (May 6, 1933). He writes :
" The Princes have accepted the principle of the Federa-
tion of India, which our Commission recommended as the
ultimate ideal for all India, but which we feared might
take long to materialize. They have, however, attached
the express condition to their acceptance that responsible
government at the Centre must accompany Federation—
a form of government which the Commission had not
recommended, as being, in their opinion, premature for
British India alone, and it was with British India alone
that they had to deal. What our Commission's attitude
might have been if they had had to suggest a form of central
government for the whole of India, including the more
conservative elements of the States, I cannot say, but to
suggest that in comparing the two plans (i.e. the Simon
Commission Report and the White Paper proposals) you
are comparing like with like is surely dishonest."
As regards provincial autonomy, the White Paper en-
dorsed the recommendations of the Statutory Commission
and proceeded to enumerate and delegate such powers as
would tend to develop the Provinces as Federal units.
That there is a close connection between Federation and

